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INTRODUCTION

In the past ten years, two-year postsecondary educational institutions (i.e..

community, junior, and technical colleges and institutes) have increasingly offered

programs and services to tio private- awl public-sectm to mime economic development

Time offednp itclude traditional vocational-technical education courses, non-traditional

training causes and workshops, consulting servkes, and technology transfer assistance.

Of these products and servkes, customized training has become extreme!), important

Customized training, also referred to as contract training, is touted by insiders and

outsiders of postsecondary education alike as playing a major role in the future human

resource development policies of the United States (Blanchard, 1990). Although

custmnized training appears to make a valuable contribution, little systematic evaluation

exists to explain its impact on states, communities, clients, or the two-year postsecondary

educed= hutimthms duemselves,

This woject extouls the work of Grubb and Stem (1989) reported previously in a

Naticmal Cent= for Research in Vocational Edmation (NCRVE) document entitled

Separating the Wheat from the Chca The Role of Vocational Education in Economic

Development. In that report, Grubb and Stan explored the philosophical and economic

fmandations for customized training and other similar vocational education programs

offered by community colleges. They also considered the strategic role two-year

postsoccatchwy institutions have played in ecomunic development in dm United States. This

project focuted on werationalizing selected concepts initially ckveloped by Grubb and

Stern into a definition and mrxkl of customized training that could be mat* available to

vocational educators. An important goal was to provide state administrators of

postsecondary educational systems and local administrat= of two-year postsecondary

instituticas with a conceptual mockl for evaluating customized training for the purposes of

deummeating mountalAlity, assessing impro, arxi improving programs.

Purpose of the Project

This project was designed to move beyond the debate about whether two-year

postsecondary educational institutions make a valuable contribution to the economic

development of communities, states, and regions of the United States. This project



recognized the role customizal training has played and =thaws to play in economic

develoment strategy by improving workforce compeumcies. The primary objectives of

this pro):ct were to deveity an operational definition of customized training that could

['mirk a basis for planning, administering, and evaluating customized training; and to

design a conceptual framework for evaluating customized training programs. For the

purprees of this project, a conceptual framework was considered to be a means of

structuring ads of variables so that they could be described clearly and related to swcific

outcomes (Lewis, 1990). The intent of tio creceptual framework was to provide a model

for pining a clearer urdetstanding of customized training programs and for conducting

evaluations of them.

Need for the Project

Currently, two-year pstsecondary institutions, state agencies, and other

stakeholders in the educational system use varying (kefmitions for customized training. A

literature revkaw amehicted early in this project suiported this. Apparently, in tim effort of

two-year postsecondary institutions to be responsive to business and industry, an array of

gograms and services are offered as a part of customized training. Although few

quenions are raised about tlz usefulness of these programs in meeting the needs of

business and industry clients, concerns are sometimes raised about the adequacy of

evaluation systems for handling um% imlividualized approaches to delivering educational

Frograms (Grubb & Stem, 1989).

The lack of a cc:eminent defmitiat of customized training may lead to confusion and

misinfainaticm among colleges and for clients, funders, and policymakers. Further, the

lack of a common definition may hinder two-year postsecondary institutions from

collectively determining the impact of their cuamnized training pmgrams on the economic

well-being of communities, states, and regions of the country. Since economic

developnutnt is a primary driving force behindcustomized training, sketchy evidence about

its hrpact on communities mid states could jeopardize public support. Two-year

postsectmdary institutions and tir state administrative agemies associated with them need a

way of defining and conceptualizing customized training in a consistent way for the

putposes of evaluation so that they are in a better position to demonstrate tim accountability

and impact of time programs.

7
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A question may be asked as to whedwr it is incessant to comdowt formal evaluation

of customized training Forams since, &moonily, customized training is viewed as a

divot-driven emleava whereby extanal clients tktermito price and quality standards.

Sam may awn that the satisfacdon of external clients is the only critical facia needed to

evaluate customized training. To thb; end, do =has colour that detenninadon of client

satisfactkm is important, especially since customized training is part of a large and growing

marke of training inducts mot services for bushy= and industry. Howeva, we believe it

is nix sufficient in and of itself. This approach is troublesome in a marketplace tile is

imreasingly complex and competitive. In such a marketplace, it becomes imperative to

have meaningftd and *gums evaluatkw data the can be utilized to demonnrate the impact

of pogroms as well as to =tribute to their continued immigrant. Grubb (1989) states.

If the purpose of customized training is to Fomote ectsumic ftveloprant,
as measured by employmee pins in an area, earnings increases, firm
productivity, and overall production (or regional product), then it is
insuffkkmt to know simply whether firms are pleased with the results of
vocational edusatimt imd training. Over the long nm it will be necessary to
develop betta infatuation about de dfects of these pogroms, for different
groups of individuals, under varying etxmomic conditions. (p. 23)

More are numerous specific instal:on when a focus solely on evaluating client

satisfaction is problematic. First, some of the training performed by two-year

postsecondary institudons involves public funds to subsidize the cost of training for

partkular finns (e.g., small- and medium-sized firms) a specific target populations (e.g.,

disphoed waiters). In these circumstmes, public funds are used to create training

experimes ftw imiividuals who have few alternative options for training and education. In

order for quality training pogroms to be provided for dose mullet= ami for public funds

to be used in ways that produce benefits (i.e., improved competencies, increased

employ:me rates), it is impatarit that systanatic formal evaluation processes be applied to

customized training. It is polktmotW to claim that sin* because public funds are spent to

train imlividuals in a workforce, that beroficial economic development outcomes are

produced. Grubb aml Stem (1989) have found that firm-mecific education awl job training

do not necessatily lead to improverants in traditional economic development measures

such as employment rates and you national product (GNP). The question of cost and

berofits is nearly always posed when a service such as customized training can be provided

thragh either piblic or private 8°ml:es.
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Second, the growth of two-year postsecondary institutions in economic
develoment incessitates increased accountabiliti in reaching outcormas associated with

iminoved wmktixce quality and productivity. Two-year postsecondary institutions need to

be able to demonstrate dieir imountability few helping imsiness and industry to improve

thdr economic competitiveness. Once two-year postsecondmy educational institutions

begin steam um of their reputations and energies on serving business and industry, a

need is created for continual effmts to ensure that valid and positive outcomes are

produced.

Similarly to their counterparts in the private sector, two-year postsecondary

insdtutions wed to offer prodicts that are market driven, high in quality, and continuously

imgoved. Evaluation processes are fundamental to ensuring that institution *liver high

quality cunomized training services and maintain their market niche. Kopecek (1984)

describes the importance of fomal evaluation in a &minim about the issues surrounding

omummity colkwas becmakg involved in customized job training (CM. He states,

Finally, the collne that offes CIT should recognize that all of the fact=
that hold tremendous for developing positive relationship with
business and Wintry ve inherent in them tin possibility for exactly the
wposite. Firms expend funds for training with the expectation of receiving
quality instruction and service. If thew services are not delivered to the
level of satisfactimi advertised and ckodred, dissatisfactirm with the college
is bound to result awl to be mivettised in the comnumity. (p. 15)

In dm long term, formal program evaluaticm is important because it provides a

means of ckacinnenting the contribution of two-year postsecomlary educational programs to

dm human mom= developmag policies and strategies of tiw United States. Customized

training does ma appear to be a passing ha Rather, it seems to be meeting a growing need

among business and industry for training and educational services. A long-term view of

customized training places it the larger arena of educational programs and services vital

to a continuing and fundamental commitment to workforce preparation, training, and

retraining.

Target Audiences

The primary target audiences are state =I local officials who have responsibility for

administering and evaluating two-year postsecondmy customized training programs. At the

9
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state level, the =tame Judah* those individuals wim have responsibility for working

with state systems of two-year postseamdary educational institutions to administer awl

evaluate customized training. Depots: ling upon dm stnyture of the state, these agemia

may be linked to state offices of higher education or state boards of schools, or located

elsewhere in state governmental bureautracies. FUrther, the responsibilities for

administration and evaluation may be shared aaoss thew and other state agencies. For

state army officials who often have expertise outside the fields of postsecondary

ahmatim or program evaluation tla operadonal &fluidal awl conceptual framework are

intembd to assin in caiducting process arui outeomesevaluation of customind training.

An important secoolary target mulience is edwational Elministratots within two-

year postseam&ry institution drennelves, especially individuals who have responsibility

fir planning, &liming, and evaluating customized training programs. Whereas some of

the informed= amtahnd in dm amceptual framework may reflect variables associated with

a system of two-year postsecondary institutions, the vast majority of slw amcepts could be

applhx1 to colkgiate-level gogiammatic activity as well. At do local level, evaluation can

be used to explore the impact of programs, to produce information for program

improvement, and to show the ways in which programs are accountable for producing

besefits fix individuals, firms, conununities, and states. Evaluation of customized training

can also be used to &termine ways to make traditional postsecondary education programs

mac useful and relevant to client weds and imuitutional missions.

Organization of the Publication

The four remaining sections of this report present information regarding how

customized training can be deflm:d and comptualized to provide a basis for evaluation.

The next section &scribes the procedures used to develop the operational definition and

conceptual framework for evaluating customized training. Section three summarizes

Ram= that defines and describes customized training offered by two-year postsecondary

institution moss the United States. This section also presents the five-part operational

&fluid= of customized trainingdeveloped through this project Section four discusses tim

purposes for &Moping a conceptual frannwort and describes the framework proposed as

a result of de developnwntal work =dwell= through this project. Finally, the last section

I 0



presents a itaimmary of the operational definition and conceptual framework for evaluating

customized training.

PROCEDURES

The verational definition and conceptual frannwork for evaluating customized

training were &nipped through a four-phased ckvelopmental Focess. The process was

desigind to illtegrate existing themuical and empirical information in order to create a

corceptual morki fix understanding customizzd training and evaluating its relationship to

economk or/domain. The process was conducted with a high priority for obtaining

review and feedback from local experts involved in administering customized training

Program

Tbe Developmental Process

The four-phined process consisted of (1) conducting a review of literature on broad

topics associated with education ami ecrmomic developmit; (2) developing a preliminary

conceptial framework for customized training; (3) obtaining review and feedback regarding

the framwork and comhxting a focus group interview with expert practitioners and

administrams of customind training in the Mid-Annrica Training Group; and (4) refining

the operation' definition and anceptual framewcat for customind training.

Literature Review Process
The tImumetical and empirical literature reviewed represented several subject matter

areas associated with vocational education, customized training, economic development,

and postrecondary eduattion. Project staff conducted a hroad sweep of sources pertaining

to these areas in search of relevant information to help in creating the operational definition

and concetxual framework. Literature in time areas ranged from being quite theoretical

and abstract to being highly practical and applied. However, the presence of research

related to relationships between postsecondary vocational education programs, especially

customized trainhig, and economic development was limited in scope. Therefore,

1 1
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additional data ailectiat processes were used to obtain the information needed to develop

the operatimal definitkm and concerto' frannwork.

Initial Development of the Framework
Tim project staff examined variars ckcision-exiented evaluation mockls such as the

Context, bind, Process, Product (aPP) Evahation Model of Stufflebeam (1983). In

project staff reviewed literature in the area of general systems theory to identify a

mans of conceptualizing the evaluation of customized training. Project staff further

reviewed the rest*, cf a Foject condwaed by Campbell and Panzano (1985) on indicators

of program quality for vocational education. Each of time resources ickmdfied an approach

that was useful in developing the operational definition and conceptual framework.

Analysis of these theoretical awl evaluation =deb crodwed a system for categorizing the

variables and examining relationships among sets of variables (i.e., inputs, processes,

minds) to ascertain dm natum sal valtm of customized training.

The Initial Review and Focus Group Interview

Many local experts involved in two-year postsecondary customized training

contributed to this rkvelopurental process. These individuals represented fifteen two-year

paaseaexiary odwational institutions that are members of a consortium called the Mid-

America Training Gray. The institution involved in this group pooled resources in 1985

to fans an organized= ckdicated to offering training to large corporations at multiple sites

in the Midwest. Each member is committed to =hawing its capacity to Kmiec customized

training and technical assistance to bush= and industry. The following institutions make

up the Mki-AmerkaTrainin Group:

Cuyahop Commtmity College, Ohio

Ds Moines Area Conununity College, Iowa

Eastern Iowa Ommimity College District, Iowa

annul Rapids Junior College, Michigan

Kellogg Community College, Mie,tigan

Lorain Ccenmunity College, Ohio

Macanb Conmumity College, Micligan

Milwaukee Technical Innitute, Wisconsin

Moroi= Valky Canmunity College, Illinois

North Central Technical College, Wisconsin

2
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Rochester Canmunity Co lkw., Ohio

Rock Valley Co lbw, Illinois

Sinclair Comnumicy Ceikge, ado

St. Louis Comnumity College, wliSSOUri

Triton College, Illinois

The plesidents awl business and industry training directors from each of the

institutions participated in the various developmental phases of this project. These

individuals provkled feedback and recommemlations regarding tin validity and utility of the

opmutirmal definition awl conceptual framework. Some of the feedback was provirkri by

teams of customized training unit staffs from the Mid-America Group institutions; others

reacted individually based on their own experiemes with and knowledge of customized

training.

The Focus Group Interview
Buildin,g upon the initial review process, a focus group session wasconducted with

the business and Industry training directors of the lvlidAmerita Training Group on July 12,

1990. The nssion was approximately three hours in length. The procedure used followed

the methodology recommended by Krueger (1988). This approach er.4ils a group

interview conducted by a skilled interviewer or interviewers in a permissive,

=threatening environment Krtmger advises that the group discussion occur in such a

way as to allow comfortable and enjoyable participation from all memixxs. Krueger

recomneurds the use of a stnwtured interview guide to provide a general questioning route

througlout the session.

An interview guide was devekved by the project staff prior to conducting the focus

group. The general quegioning route for tlw focus grwp session is as follows:

I. What kinds of programs and services does yourcommunity college or technical
institute offer as part of customized training?

2. How does your college or institute administer, develop, and deliver customized
trainhrg?

3. How does your collw or institute evaluate customized training programs?

13
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4. What recommendadons do you have for improving the proposed operational
definition of customized training?

5 . What recommendations do you have for improving the proposed conceptual
framework fix evaluating customized training?

Following the focus group session, the information obtained from the group was

incorporated into the operatimal definition and comptual framework. Then, this version

of the &fruition awl Framework was circulated again to the Mid-America Training Group

participants fix angler rouul of review and feedbick.

Later Developmental Process=
From August through December, the project staff concentrated on further

develop:mit of the operational definition and conceptual framework. A version was

completed in mid-October and teviewed by the Mid-Amok:a Group experts and °dm who

specialize in Elministration, =earth, and evaluation of customized training programs.

Commits obtained from these reviewers expanded the operational definition to include

additional criteria and provided further evidence about ways to clarify and expand the

cotceptual frameworic

Limitations of the Procedures

This project represents an initial effort to develop an evaluation approach for

customized training delivered by two-year postsecondary educational institutions. The

project was intended to focus on the developnunt of a cm:4mnd model that could serve as

a foundatitm for later development of pogrom evaluation stratesies and tools. The project

directors recognize the ;wed to operationalize the concepts presented in this report and

whole's:madly =done dm efforts of individuals who would further this effort and begin

to use ttm formwork as a basis for state- =I local-level evaluation of customized training.

In Kklition, the conceptual framework is likely to reflect the experiences and

expertise of project staff and individuals regesenting the Mid-America Training Group.

Whereas these experiences are thought to be pertinent to customized training programs

throughout dm United States, additional review and feedimck is needed by experts across

the United States to ascertain the validity and utility of the conceptual framework for



evaluation purposes. Minim review and feedback from state policymakers such as state-

level vocatkmal ediuunkm directors would also =tribute to improving dm maningfulness

of the concepual framewmt fir use by vocatkmal educatms.

AN OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF CUSTOMIZED TRAINING

Customized training pmgrams have emerged over the past two &wades as two-year

postsecondary institutions have increasingly served business and industry. This section

;mid= a kid description of how the custmnized training plumomenon has evolved in the

United States. The nose of customized training programs existing today is also provided.

In addition, this section provicks an overview of dm relationships between customized

training and ecommic ckvelopnumt by pointing out the ways in which this type of training

is setm as =hawing particular economic development strategies. Finally, the operational

aefinition of custrunized training is provided as a basis for subsequent discussions about

the evaluation of cusumnized training.

The Status of Customized Training

Customized training is not a new concept for community colleges. In the late

1960s, many community colleges in tin South offered specialized training for specific

firms as part of an ecotwmic develoment suategy to hire frostbelt firms to warm: climates

(Jacobs & Koehler, 1987). Southern states provided job training for firms at local

community colleges or technical institutes when industritn were willing to relocate. For

exampk, the Carolina college systems were created with an ecmmic development mission

as their fottmlation opposed to a transfer mission. Tim training programs were typically

shmt term, with the states paying for instniction delivered at either colleges or employer

sites. During the 1970s, employees were often paid by state or federal Comprehensive

Education and Training Act (cErdo fiinds (Wannbrod & Faddis, 1983).

Many quesdons Wete raised about these early short-term training programs.

Individuals criticized tlw effuts because they felt that local governments were abs" the

real training costs for commies (Pincus, 1985). In most cases, however, the training

programs remsented actimis taken by educatms in response to the economic development



strategies of state policyntakers. "I'lmse customized training programs usually involved

eduestms along with state economic ckvekvanent authmities. The Forams were targeted

Oman), at =all- and medium-sized firms that could not have afforded viable trnining

options for their workforces without assistance from dm cummunity college training

programs.

Later, the economic problems of the 1980s led many two-year postsecondary

institutions throueamt the United States to follow dm earlier leads of colleges in southern

stain. States bard-hit by dm recession in the manufacturing economy began to see two-

year postsecondary institutions as a way to retrain laid-off workers and attract new plants.

Bush= increasingly viewed colleges as convimient places to purchase firm-specific

training programs. With fiscal crises ami shrinking budgas facing most public education.

two-year postsecomlary institutions were iesponsive to efforts to retrain the workforce.

The ckvelopment of customized training in the Midwest was prompted by the

economy's downturn in the early 1980s. Three strategies were implemented in Michigan

that were illustrative of effixts initiated in the Midwest to facilitate two-year postsecondary

edwaticm's involveimmt in economic development. First, the Michigan community college

asmiciation developed a policy statement specifying the role of the colleges in economic

development. Second, an economic developimmt network was established to promote the

relationship between the colleges arg the state economic development efforts. Third,

colleges began to take name systematic approaches to development of ties with local

businas and industry.

An early examination of the involvenumt of the Michigan community colleges in

economic ckvelopment revealed that in 1980-1981 about twenty-five hundred employers

paid for thirty thousaml of their employees to take job improvement classes in the colt ges

(Packwood. 1982). Later, from 1984-1987, while the numb-r of students in traditional

vocational edwation courses declimd by eight pacent in Michigan, a survey of customized

training units indicated a fifty-six parent increase in enrollment (Jambs & Koehler, 1987).

Although enrollment tratds in customized training are unavailable on a nationwide basis,

data from this Midwest state illustrates tlw growth that has occurred in demand for

customized training amuses in dm United States since the early 1980s.

I I;
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Types of Customized Training Programs
The stated goals of customized training initiatives usually focus on employers'

needs. Customised training as defined by Grubb and Stern (1989) is "relatively finn-

specific skill training for individual firms, and therefore, a fonn of training which is more

specifically responsive to a fmn's requirements than are general vocational programs" (p.

31). Finns use customized training as an incentive to attract or retain employe= or to

create new ventures within communities, states, or regions of the country (Flynn. 1987;

Grulb & Stem, 1989). To be effective, customized training products and services must

reflect the cliversity of employas' needs.

Employers and their employees seek customized training because it is specifically

targeted to their needs and cksigned to be applied immediately to employees' jobs. Many

individuals wlw participate in customized training already possais specific skills to carry

out jobs in the workforce. Their involvernest in customized training is to gain skills and

knowledge to update, retrain, or advance in occupations. In these cases, customized
training draws education and business aid industry more closely together for the purpose

of economic ckvelopment than do other forms of postsecondary education, including

traditkmal vocatkmal-technical educatim

Even tiumgh customized training within industrial firms invariably deals with new

technologies, rarely does a fmn or its workforce wed only technical training. Basic skills

etimation and management training are frequently needed by a workforce awl can be

delivered through the customized training programs of two-yearpostsecoixiary institutions.

This is especially hire in small- =I nu:dium-sized firms that lack the resources to provide

camprehensive interiml training options. Two-year postsecondary institutions can provide

content designed to imgove the basic academic skills of Imployees in the workforce.

Nearly a th:cark ago, David Pierce (1983), then Executive Director of the Illinois

Community College Board, described a key role of community colleges in economic

ckvelopment as ow of providing basic skills developammt for tlw workforce. He pointed

out that business and industry simply could not be highly prodixtive without workers who

possessed the competades to perk= Imisic computed= and read basic instructions and

directions. Basic skill development represents an often overlooked component of

customized training; however, it is of critical importance in providing employe= with a

foundation for the specific technical skills training necessary for many of today's jobs.
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Customized Training and Economic Development

Economic developnamt is the process of expanding productive capacity and

imFoving the quality of life in a community, an area, or a region (Etekson, 1983). It has

two impratant components: (1) economic growth (i.e., increasing employment and

earnings), and (2) community deveknment (i.e., immoving the quality of life). Economic

ckvelopmmt is viewed as the process of creating and retaining wealth and jobs by

mobilizing appropriate roman to inland the marketable products and setvices of a

community. The that major goals of economic ckvelopment may be &fined as human

developnamt, job development, and community development (Leach, 1987). The

devehnment of human resources thrcogh education and training repreamts one means of

increasing the capacity of communities to export goods and servims, thereby increasing

their productivity and wealth.

Vocational edwation, partkulaiy customized training, can play an important role in

economic developamt since it has the potonnial to directly and quickly enhance workforce

Foductivity. Custmntzed training can have the potential for hmreasing the supply of goeds

and services produced with given resources and for increasing GNP without increasing

Fices or inflatkm (Gnabb & Stern, 1989). It is a nmans of stimulating growth by assisting

specific firms in particular segments of the economy. WI= state subsidies are doubly

leveraged (i.e., firms are required to match state contributions with cash or real in-kind

services) for specialized training, economic benefits =rue to dm states (Bailey, 1990).

Bailey also points out etrickle-down" effect wiwn large finns tequire their suppliers to

participate in custzmized training. The bomeilts of training, in these cases, accrue to an

entire gnat, of firms involved in similar =tots of dm labor market. In turn, customized

training can play a role as a "border scout" for traditional postsecondary programs.

Lessons learned through customized training can aid in driving cuniculum changes and

sonutimes developing lust curricular programs. In a sense, customized training programs

can be market probes fry vocational edtmation, creating a means for recruiting students into

traditional collegiate possums.

By using customized training to retrain workas, firms can obtain a relatively

imtxpensive nothod of providing their workers with the skills and knowledge required to

be more productive in their jobs. Further, customized training with the purpose of

retraining an already experienced workfcsce has the advantage of keeping costs down slime
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it is relatively less expulsive to train experienced workers than to train inexperienced or

unaltilled individuals. Punher, this minute in community colleges allows firms,
especially mailer firms, to concentrate their ettergies and creativity on their primary

missions as opposed to getting involved in the edwation busimu.

Economic Development Strategies
The following three strategies can be employed to mach the goal of stimulating

ectmomic growth in a community (Goetsch, 1989; Grubb & Stern. 1989):

Reuniting bigness and imiumy frcur other regions

Retaining, expanding, m revitalizing existing busk= and industry

Developing new business and Wintry

Custmnized training can play an imponant role in mil of these strategies byenhancing the

capabilities of business and industry to produce products and services and bring greater

wealth into a community, state, or region.

Recruitment of Basiness and Industry from Other Regions
This strategy occurs wlmn costs are lowered as a mans of attracting business and

industry (particularly small- awl medium-sized firms) into states and communities, when

training is subsidized for firms moving into a state or locality to reduce training-related

mlocation costs, or when state-funck4 job training programs are made available through

nut programs as customized training (Grubb & Stun, 1989). Empirical results indicate

that these recruitnwnt strategies can be effective ways to attract business and industry.

Plant and Pluto (1983) found that states that spent !me money on education also

experienaxl higher economic growth rates. New industry has a multiplier effect on the

local economy in that jobs are created, whkh causes wages to be raid to workers, who, in

turn, swat these wages for services in the economy, thus stimulating the service sector.

Manufacturing firms are cursidered to be vahm-skled to the community since products are

prodmed and exported to bring dollars back into the counnunity.

Retention, Expansion, or Revitalization of Existing Business and Industry
This second major strategy is designed largely to prevent job loss. It has the

advantage of preventing the high cost of dislocation. Customit ed training is used to either

retrain or upgrade the skills of employees of an existing finn x it is designed to rapidly
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tumble new employees to play a role in an exianding enterprise. While this strategy can be

an extremely effective means of keeping firms in a comnumity, it typically prodtwes few

new jobs. The importance of job mention must not be amierestimated. For example, the

loss of a plant of five thownnul employe= is of grater impact than Ow creation of a five

hundred installatitxt.

Derekpoierst of New Business and Washy
The third major strategy is employment creation through the development of new

business and industry. A high quality educational system, including two-year

postsecondary educational institutions, can play an important role in stimulating

entrepreneurial activity in a community. Two-year postsecondary instillations often operate

small business development centers and offer services for local entrepreneurs. Many times

customized training is packaged with these ser/ices in such a way as to stimulate new

business development (ICC% 1987).

A Search for a Definition of Customized Training

Across tin United States and within regions awl states, customized training offered

by two-year postsecondary educational institutions has different missions and goals:

funding sources; dims; administrative structures within two-year institutions: staffing

arrangenzats; asni processes of marketing, tkvelopment, implementation, and evaluation.

The following definition from the ICCB (1988) illustrates the breadth of programs and

services that are =Meted a part ofcusuxnized training in Illinois:

Customized training k pmvide the Nun= with exactly the kind of
training the firm f- - whatever the subject matter, dm college cat design
or broker a vatting paogram to fit the W. The schechtie awl duration of the
training are totally up to the business. Most customized training is
conducted on site at the company's facilities, but training also Can be
conducted on campus or at any off-campus site. The instructors are
specially chosen depending on the company's needs. Most frequently,
insumtors ate expat Factitioners from the field who am provide the actual
experience.

Such training is provided under contract to train new employe= and
upgrade skills of exkting employe= to maintain or imease profitability. In
many cases, training is provided in order to assist with a plant location or
expensirm in Illinois. Crnamunity colleges regularly assist businesses
seeking training through various state programs as well as through the Job
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Training Partnership Act (.ITPA) where tin vast majority of the training is
paid fir by the company itself. (p. 3)

The Illinois report continues by outlining the types of diverse economic
development activities in which its community colleges participate, with one section

dedicated to customized training. This section identified the following types of activities:

Cooperating with economic develoment institutims.

Assisting with ecomxnk develorment Worts at the local level.

Partkipating in ior leading industrial retention, expansion, aml attraction efforts.

Trahting both cut- aml cif-ttite.

Training new employees aml upgrading skills of exiging employees.

Assisting Inudnesses seeking fumling fm training.

A recent study of customized training in Illinois confirmed the wide range of

training and edwational services delivaed by illinois communiw colleges (Bragg, 1990).

Through a survey, representatives of tbe Illinois adleges described many diiThrent types of

customized educatilm and training, ranging frmn stamiard aedit-garerating college courses

to non-credit technical and managerial training. The respondents also indicated that they

selected eitisr college faculty or cmundtants to &liver training and that the training was

offered on camps m at anployers' locations, depauling upon employers' needs.

At least two otoux states have studied the customized training programs offered by

their two-year institutions. The results of smiles conducted in California and Michigan

confirm the disparity in the ways colleges in these two states define and operate customized

training. A study condmod by Young and Company (1986) reported that community

colleges in Califmnia twisted contractual education very diffimently from one another.

Tiwy found that the courses offered as ct!stomized training could be based on existing

collme causes or modifications of college courses. Further, tbe clients of customized

training welt !mines* or managenumt-related fmns rather than manufacturing-related as

was often espoused by many of tbe customized training units.

A statewide study in Michigan (Jacobs, 1989) ran into Koblems determining the

level of customized training roivity offaed by its community colleges because of a lack of

recmds regarding mm-credit offerings. Without this type ofdata, Jacobs was unable to

docunumt the full scope of the Michigan colleges' customized training activities. At the
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hean of dm problem was that Michigan colleges lacked a common definition, recoid

maintename, and reporting Foetidly= forcustomized training.

These studies do confirm the wide range of education aixi training programs that

constitute customized training. They also point out a number of questions that remain

unanswered. What =vices fall into the domain of customized training? Can off-the-shelf

training legidmately be considered customized training? What information should be

collected to document the full scope and impact of customized training? Answers to these

questimis are neeckd to clearly describe the contributions of two-year postsecondary

institutions to economic development.

The Operational Definition of Customized Training

One aspect of customized training in which there seems to be agreement is the

necessity for contracts between two-year postsecondary institutions and their clients.

Young and Company (1986) defim:d customized training as contractual education involving

college persmmel who provide specific training for private =mania in exchange for a fee

paid to the college. Fable and Wintir (1988) defirod customized training as synonymous

with contract courses. Tin,y indicate that two-year institutions contract with businesses,

unions, and non-profit organizations to receive state aid on a full-time equivalent (FTE)

basis for ohnigning and delivering rum-specific training. Jacobs and Koehler (1987)

concurred that customized training is the outcome of a contract between the college and the

client. Similarly, the Ohio State Council on Vocational Education (1987) indicated that

schools enter into this form of school-business relationship when they "enter into

contractual arrangements with a particular business (or group of buinesses) for specialized

training services" (p. 11).

This point of agreement about the necessity for contracts provides a starting place

for an operational definition of customized training. Clearly, the development of formal

contracts differentiates customized training ft= the many other educational tervices of

two-year pagsecondaly institutions. Tlw five-part ckfinition developed in this project

begins with the concept of a contract and adds four other important dimensions. The

dermition specifies that customized training requites the followinx
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1. contractseider wriun or verbalbetween two-year postseambuy educational
bathtub= awl external clients w secure ckvelopnent and delivery of customixed
training. The contruts may give exclusive rights to external clients to the
infatuation produced and tklivaed in customized training pogroms.

2. Payments between external clientseithrr public or privateand two-year
postsecondruy imitation for specified .,t and services. The paynwnts may
behawcmne direcdyectieritizidnabindividualsor manbationiary clients or through prblic funds on

3. Relationships to ecomunie devel meat strategks whereby the intended
effect of cusionized is to .ge initial training cw retraining as a means of
retaining, uprooting, or Indium and holusur attracting new bur:mess
and industrr, or casting new business and industry.

4. The delivery of training that is &wiped to improve workforce
competemks of taw populations associated with external clients.

5. Adaptation to the needs of external clients whereby two-year
institution deliver training or educational poducts and milk= that

ye ntodificaticm to meet the particular weds of the external client. The extem
of adaptation is based on needs assessment and instnctional &sign methodologies.

111..,1' lull,/ II

This five-part deftnitim also provides the foundation for components of the customized

training process described in the coweisual framework later in this cbcument.

Contracts
An essential component of customized training is that it is initiated through a

=OM between two-year pastsecondary institutions and an external client (e.g., private

firms, Was unions, public agamies). Often, contractual arrangensmts make information

delivued in customized training pogroms the property of external clients. Individuals

associated with two-year institudons act on behalf of dm clients to assist in the ckvelopment

and delivery of tin prcisietary information. When this infmmation beconws tlw exclusive

right of the elicit, community colleges cannot hworporate the information into their

dlticnalahmai programs.

The goals of customized training progtams are tcgotiated through a process that is

typically far nuxe maples than a simple haulshake agreenwnt. Contracts identify the

nature of the pocess to be used to develop and deliver customized training. These formal

agreements typkally =rain many of tlx following items:
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Length of involvamst in tic paincaship

Dates imd dmes of training course

Prking and fhadin Waugh*
Equipment, labmatorks, or facilities to be wed

Credit imurs, experimnbd kerning credits, certificates. or &grecs to be provided

Descriptkms of de objectives ti the custmnized training program

Desaiptions of the tasks to be accomplished through the customized training
Ingram
Nmnber of trainees

Evalustke methods
Instrucur qualifications and select:km procedures

Mechanisms for both parties to avec to mtw or adjusted conditions to the contract

Payments
Payments made by clients enable two-year institutions to recover expenditures for

administering, developing, and delivering customized training. If no public fumis are

involved, the most =name appoach to cktermining the price of customized training is to

determine all anticipated direct costs and an indirma rate based on the cons of insitutional

overhead (Clark. 1984). Direct costs for customized training often hclude the following

chant=

Hours of instruction

&Went services

Book and matmials

Pacilithn awl equipment usage

Viarkedng

Imarction and materials ftvelopmart
Pm-anployment =ening, counseling, or assessnwnt

On-the-job training

astracted services with isofessimsal conniltants

Adult basic ethical=

%Worm assegais=

Tim igkes set by two-year institutions for customized training generally fall below

the prices charged by private vendors for similar types of training. Two-year

postsecondary institutions are capable ofdelivering the training at lower plias than private
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training vendors ror intanal training units bemuse they can utilize their existing resourcm

(Le., ittculty, curriculum, facilithas, equipmnt) to deliver tim programs. Furtha, many

training pogroms are subskfized by public fimds enalging firms to bewfit from additional

IntlAk &Ilan utilized to reduce tlw overall cot* of training the wcaforze.

Relationships to Economic Developmeat Strategies
Cush:mind training programs are &sigrad awl &livered as part of a well-ckvised

=trunk ftvelopment policy for a particular commmity, state, or region. TInre is a clear

mission invthed with the tzaining that links it to a larger gad of economic develquatnt

and as part of a broader governmental Folio, to foster emnomic growth. A two-year

postsecomkay hurtitutice can becalm an ambassador on behalf of tim community, state, or

mgkm. Tin two-year postsecomulary institstim assists the Ovate-sector firm in its coma to

fulfill its goals and, in turn, the two-yes,r institution's link to governmental agencies

provides a n=atuve for impmving the umierstanding of challenps facing the private sector.

Delivery le Training and Education to Improve Workforce Competencies

Cumnimd training offers a valiety of programs and services that aid an external

clknes manizaticm in !aching its ecommic potemial. Quitomized training is &sigmd to

improve the capabilities of a client's cazanization to ptoduce goods and services in an

efficiett mamwr. This can occur through improving employee's basic academic,

managerial, or technical competencies. The product or service delivered through

customized training is designed with maximum attenticat /mid to producing these outcomes.

In &ling so, the cuttomized training unit is an extension of dm two-year postsecondary

institution's educational pogroms and services. The institution's involvement with a client

may be for custrunized training and evolve into other education and training products and

services stroll as technology ttansfer. This enables two-year postsecondary educational

institutions to provide a range of products and servkes to Duetclients' needs.

Adaptation to the Needs a External Clients
The five-part operational &Guidon of custmnized training allows fca. a Norkl range

of services as put of customized traitthae, inchuling both credit and non-credit training and

education courses. Furthers the definition allows kw a diverse set of activities to account

for customizatitm, ranging front ctmdaging needs assessment to designing mainly new

currkuda to ratting standard credit-generating collegiate-level courses at employers' sites.

r;
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To turd= differentiate tim range of training and education approaches that are

cassickred a part of custroined training, the folkwing four categories were developed:

Okseildwn custmn-cksigned training courses

Modiftatirm of tridning courses

Alternative delivery of training courses

'Training courses fcr special populations

Client-Driven Custom-Designed Training Courses

The lint appends to customized training involva training products and services

&Mimed fix an external client, typically using needs assessment, instructional design,

training delivery (e.g., classroom instructice), and evaluation. The product or service

malting from the insmmtinnal design and &livery piocess is original and often beconms

tie Revery 0 the client.

Modification of Trellising Courses
A sward &munch to customized training occurs when existing customized training

corms or standard two-year collegiate courses are adapted to suit a particular client's

nee& Typically, modified training products and services take less time to develop than

custom-desigimd training courses, but still piovide content fairly specific to the needs of a

partknilar client. Often, academk or basic skills development courses fall into this category

of approaches to training.

Alternative Delivery of Training Courses

A third smooch occurs when standard collegiate courses or existing customized

training Fochmts and services are inovickd through delivery methods otimr than those

typically used in a audit's:cal collegiate course. Examples of alternative delivery training is

educatitmal counmwork provided at a client's location, on weekends, through alternative

instructional nmthodologies (e.g., teleconfaencing, apprenticeships), or through restricted

acms to tim general publk.

Training Coarse: for Special Populations

The fourth approach involves training products and services developed and

delivered for special population groups. These programs are frequently sponsored by

2
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governmental units styli as Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) program or state-level

ea:0=W develramem governmental epochs. This apixoach typically targets displaced

wmkas and otha individuals with special needs for training to obtain or retain

anlftimmt.

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
FOR EVALUATING CUSTOMIZED TRAINING

The concepual framework Fovides a means of structuring sets of variables that

coal be used to &scribe and evaluate specifk outcomes related to customized training. It

also provirks the sets of variables (i.e., economic environment, customized training

processm, indlvklual emOoyee outcoms) and elemnts neectd to categori2e data required

to evaluate custinnized training.

Systems Theory and Decision-Oriented Evaluation

Tin =cranial teamwork for evaluating customized training evolved out of three

theoretical mdels for orpnizing cor evaluating complex systems. Systems theory provided

a amceptual nuodel fix viewing die custmnized training phenomenon as a coniplex system

with inputs, pmcesms, and outings. Checkland (1972) defined systems theory as the

%mph= grouping of human beinp and machines few whit* time is au overall objective"

(p. 91). Jacobs (1987) further defined a system as "characterized by inputs,

trandixmatkand Focesses, outputs, and a feedixwk channel that translates the outputs into

a signal to amtrol the input of dm Focess" (p. 2). This perspective provided a way of

thinking goat custoinhal training as a system that exists within a particular context (e.g.,

ecanicadc aivisonment), with specific inputs (e.g., workforce competency deficiencies),

proceues (e.g., training delivery), awl outcoms (e.g., employer outcomes).

Using systems tlwory as a foundation. Stufflebeam (1983) ftveloped the Context,

Input, Process, and Product (CIPP) Evaluation Model for use by educational decision

fllflkTL Stuffldieam viewed the four compomus of dm model as discrete areas in which

echwational ckcisions are made, which led to four types of evaluation as part of the C1PP

model. CIPP provided a useful example of a means of relating comepts to the evaluation
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of a particular echicational program such as customized training because it illustrated the

types of data and evaluation premiums that were consistent with context, input, process,

and product evaluation. For example. Stufflebeam dezzibed the characteristics of

institutions and target population as part of context. He ickatified procedural design and

implammtation as consistent with processes. Further, Stufficbeam viewed outcomes as

pan of tin general area of prodixts, whereby outconws were related blr..k to context, input,

aial process infotmation. Ms way of organizing inftwmatin about a complex edwational

program such as customized training into componetts that could be evaluated provided

infonnation usdul in designing the coweptu. i framework fa' this project.

Finally, Campbell and Panzano (1985) developed a conceptual framework for

evaluation of vocational program quality based largely on systems theory and the CIPP

Evaluation Model. CaiL2bell and Panzano &veloped a coweptual framework organizal

around three majce categories ithuitified as context, educational experience, and vocational

outcomes. Within the context category, the sets of variables included individual

characteristics, community settinp, and labor market conditions. The educational

experkme categay was &scribed in terms of the school context and school process.

Finally, in relaticeship to vocational outcomes, individual and societal outcomes were

idattified. Mu conceptual franzwork &veloped by Campbell and Panzano also impacted

the ichas that have evolved thrmighmit this project Similraiy to the franwwork developed

by Campbell and Panzano, this comeptual franwwork for evaluating customized training

evolved with wntext, educational expiwiewe (i.e. the customized training pmces:), and

outcomes as central tiwnws.

Overview of the Framework

Based on the operational definition, a conceptual framework was developed to

describe the key compounds of customized training. The conaptual framework provides a

schema for categorizing sets of variables and elements that can 1:4 used to conduct

systematic program evaluation of customized training with the goals of improving

programs, assessing impict, awl developing and maintaining records that demonstrate the

accountability of the two-year postsecondary institution's =atomized training programs.
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l'he comeptual frameWork contains sets of variables associated with context,

process, and outconum. Tim level and scope of detail of information needed to collect data

for each sm of vatiables dqrends upixt the nature of the custcsnized training program and

the impose of that evaluation. The stas of variables am broken down into illustrative

elemmus to help anovick a cmnprehensive descripion of infinmation that can be collected to

describe the nature, extent, and impact of customized training. Figure 1 provides an

overview of the maim- categorks of variables designated as context, process, and outconss

in the concepttud framework.

The Context for Customized Training
First, context reflects dm chsnacteristics of states, communities, institutions, and

clients that influence the way customized training processes are carried out (Figure 2).

Fusdnr, the sets of variables associated with context help describe the environment for

=Mind training as well as give perspective to unchnstarxling the cacomis that =true to

individuals and firms/agencies as clians, to two-year postsecmrdary institutions themselves

is service providers, and to society as a whole as a result of customized mining. This

part of the conceptual framework helps create an understanding about the array of

characteristics within the environment, both inside and outside of two-year postsecondary

institutirms, and dm context fix customized training.

The context for customized training is viewed as being composed of three

camp:Nies of =textual variables:

Econornk environment

Educatimud institutims arxl systems

Employee and employer chamcteristks

Each of these sets of contextual variables consists of elements that describe the environment

in whkh customized training is mulcted.

Economic Environment
Economic environment is the first set of contextual variables. Economic

environment ickmdfies dm past, current, and future condition of the local, state, national,

and international ecomnny. This set of variables provides a description of the economic

setting in which custmnized training is conducted. Tim conceptual framework proposes
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that fon' sets of illustrative &malts related to economic environment be evaluated. The

first set of elements is identified as indicators of local, state, national, and international

ecommic condition. This set of variables provicks troxls in dm economy ranging from

the conntunity level to the global marketplace. Examr A of indicators of the international,

natimal, state, and local ecommic condition are local, state, and national unemployment

rates; trends in GNP; local busimms voluno; and local, state, and national average income

levels.

Governmental policies and programs in tin area of economic development are the

&taut set of demons related to the economic environment. This category provides

infmmation about du specific federal, state, and local policies and programs employed to

stimulate the econmny. Job training programs funded at the federal- or state-level such as

JTPA or its state-level equivalents are examples of programs with a goal of stimulating

economic devekvment tlucmgh improvaramts in workforce competercy. When collecting

information regarding these policies and programs, it is important to identify the purpose

and scope of the various strategies used. It is also critical to determine in what ways the

strategies may be competing or amflicting, thereby impeding opportunities for economic

development

The third and fourth sets of elements idectified are characteristics of the local and

state community. Similar information needs to be mauled in relationship to these two

entitks. This information includes the demographic characteristics of the populations,

types of dcaninant businesses and industries, labor supply, and workforce skill levels. It is

impotent to examine trends in this data to determine how the economic environment of

specific states and communities may change over previous years and is likely to change in

the fume.

Educational Institutions and Systems

The mord set of variables is tlw area of edwational institutions and systems. This

set of variables describes the past, current, and future state of edwational systems and the

charactaistics of two-year postsecondary institutions and customized training units within

dm. The intent of this category of variables is to examitm dm scope and purpose of the

various educatitmal institutions and systems in relationship to economic development and

customized training.
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The first set of illustrative elements i&ntified as part of educational institutions and

systems is &scribed as tly policies, programs, and penctices of educational systems. The

categmy of ockwational systems refers to the local-, state-, and fe&ral-level systems of

public Aor private educational organization at dm secondary and postsecondary levels.

Some examples of the information that needs to be analyzed include the mission,

phiknophical perspectives, historical involvemmt, administmtive strw.tures, leadership

commitnnmt, and span of control of the educational systems in relationship to economic

development aml, awe specifically, customized training. It is useful to examine the ways

in which the mission and goals of educational systems conflict or compete in meeting

economic developmem goals.

The secoml set of elements is characteristic of the two-year postsecondary

institution* policies, programs, awl practices. Some ocamiges of information that needs to

be collected are the level of leadership commitment to customized training within the

institution do nature of decisim-making processes concerning customized training (e.g.,

centralized, decentralized, (or integrated); the level of suppen for customized training from

chpartments moss the college (e.g. Imnd-based or nanowly-bawd support); the nanny of

mission statommts including focuses on economic development; and the level of

institational fkxitely enabling customized training programs to be responsive to the needs

of external clients. These elements illustrate the type of information that needs to be

collected within two-year imtitutions to &termim the internal environmental context for

customized training programs.

The third set of elements describes tlw customized training unit itself. Examples of

informed= that is tweded are tiw administrative and organizational structure of the

customized training unit; leadership commitment to meeting economic development

objectives; and the responsivams of the unit's internal policies, practices, and programs in

meeting client weds. It is also important to determine the general ways in which a unit's

internal oganizatirmal structure awl processes (e.g., &sign, development, implematation)

are condixted to understand the ways external client needs are identified and addressed.

Employee and Employer Characteristics
The third set of contextual variables identifies information about employees and

their employers as external elicits of customized training programs. This set of variables
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Figure 1. The Conceptual Framework for Evaluating Customized Training
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Econanic

Enviromnem

Edwarkkrud

Institudons and
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Employer
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Illustrative Elements

Indicatas of huemational, national, state, ami local conditions.

Governmental economic ckvelopumm ix:dicks awl programs.

State characteristics.

Community chanicteristics.

Educational system policies, programs, and practices.

Two-year institutional policies, pzogzams, and practices.

Customized training unit administrative organizational

leadership, armour, policies, programs, and practices.

Charactaistics of agaidzationai (employer) clients.

Characteristics of individual (employee) clients.

Relationships between two-year institutions and clients.

Figure 2. Contextual Variables for the Evaluation of Qtstomized Training
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constitutes the characteristics of individuals, private-sector organizations, public-sector

agetwies, and otlux types of institutions eat receive customized training products and

services in exchange for paramts to the two-yearpostsecondary educational institutions.

The first set of elements associated with employee and employer characteristics is

&scribed as the characteristics of individual clients (i.e., employees). This category

Fovides an omen descriptism of employees that are typically served in customized training

programs. Sonw examples of information needed am gender, race, ethnicity, age,

edwational level, and occupational level. In acklition to this information, it is important to

obtain an understanding of the general nature of the job performance deficiencies of

employees in cw&r to design a relevant training program.

The second set of illustrative elements is identified as the characteristics of

organizational clients (i.e., employe's). This set of elements provides a description of

public and private organizations that have historically sought and are currently seeking

customized training. Some examples of the type of information that would be collected

include the types of businases, industries, orpublic agencies: the size of firms or agencies;

the types of occupations employed in the workforce; the types of technologies utilized; the

level of involvement of labor unions; and the general nature of workforce skill

requirennnts. Similarly to the previous sets of elements, more information can be

identified and collectal to provide an understanding about the specific environmental

context for particular customized training pmgrams.

Finally, a third set is the relationship between two-year postsecondary institutions

awl external caws. It is important to obtain information about the historical and present

astute of relationships that exist between institutions and clients in the delivery of any

training or edimation services, especially customized training. Within this set of elements,

it is important to discern the scope ard nature of prior and current partnerships between the

educational institutions and external clients. Some of the information that is needed

includes descriptions of partnerships that have occurred, assessnwnts of the quality and

effectiveness of previous partnerships, and the level of =operation and coordination

associated with previous and current parmerships. Without doubt, the history of the

partnership between educational institutions and external clients creates different

environmental forces on current and future customized training programs.
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The Customized Training Process
Second, the customized training mass involvoi the entire scope of administrative

awl operatic:nal subinceues involved in pioducing and delivaing tic various customized

training wretches (Figure 3). Through the subprocesses (e.g., design, development,

evaluation), customized training programs evolve. It is necessary to understand these

saki:masses to &amnia their hnponance in prodszing customized training programs and

to assess tic reladonship of process to OUtCOMCS.

The customized training process in its most nidimentary form is composed of the

follming tine sets of variables;

Client needs assessment

Organized training subinucesses

Customind approadm

Client Needs Assessment
Tlw first variable identifies client needs as the starting pint for the customized

training Focess. Client needs may be identified by the employer before tic initial contact

by the two-year postsecondary institution; ottow times, two-yearpostsecondary institutions

irkntify needs through a formal weds assessment ictivity. Often, clients do not know the

extent and nature of the training needs of their employees and rely heavily on the

institutions to identify and &sign customized training programs that enable them to reach

&sired goals (i.e., hummed productivity and profits).

Tim intent of identifying client needs is to recognize employee performance

ckficiencies that require remediation through an education or training program. This

procedure hxlicates the nature of training that is needed to improve individual performance

and overall trganizational pmductivity and profit. It is important to document the nature

awl scope of weds assessment processes used to identify individual employee needs.

Job performance needs may be associated with the three areas of academic,

technical, or manamial knowledge and skills. Academic knowledge and skills relate to

loch areas as math, scieme, and communications. Technical knowledge and skills are

associated with executing job-specific tasks, especially those involved with the use of

technologkal information, mataials, andequiment. Managerial knowledge and skills are
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used to function effectively and efficiently within the workplace. including competency

develtymem in tbe areas of self-managennxit, ckcidon making, and team problem solving.

It is impwant to specify accurately the nature of client needs in order to ensure that

appmpriate custmnized training approxiies are ftveloped ami delivered.

Customized Training Subprocesses
Tin second set of process variables is the customized training subprocases. It is

important to obtain an unftstanding of the way in which the following subprocesses are

executed to god= partktdar approiews tocustomized training:

Nes:dotal and =matting
Job analysis

Design and developman

Im*nuntation
Evaluation

'ration
Two-year postsecondary institutions need to document the nature and scope of the

sibprocesses in relationship to the various customized mining approaches and subsequent

outcomes. It is also necessary to collect information related to tlui relevance, efficiency,

awl cost of execution of the various subprocuses. Through data collection activities,

institutkms can klentify ways in which subprocesses produce customized training programs

that result in specific outcomes for individual employees, employers, educational

institutions, and society. This data can also help two-year institutions suucture internal

orpnizational and administrative processin to facilitate efficient delivery ofcustomized

training programs.

Customized Training/Education Approaches

The third set of process variables includes the customized training approaches that

evolve from the idx subrsocesses. These approaches are grouped into four categories:

Client-drivaikustom-cksigned training courses

Modifkatim of uainhigiediwatbri courses

Alternative delivery of training courses

Training courses for special populations
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Etch of these apixoaches was described previously. They can be used independently or

jdatly to describe many activiths identified as part of customized training.

Whim obtaining infonnatim about the various customized training appromhat, it is

important to establish a set of crhaia that can be used to determine the overall quality ofthe

pogroms from the petspective of the stakcholchn, in this case the external client, as well

as the two-year postsecondary institutions. Some criteria that can be used to determine the

quality of custmuized training imlurk the following:

Original*
Apperpriatetess

Job relevance

Specificity -

Crauprehentdvems

Fhutibility

Responsivems
Accuracy

llimediness

Costibenefit

The Outcomes of Customized Training
Finally, outcoms are associated with the various target groups for customized

training (Figum 4). The franmwmit ifttifies tiw specific types of outcomes that are likely

to occur for individuals, firms/agemeies, edmational institutions/systems, and society as a

consults:ace of high quality cturtmuized training programs. Coining a better undastanding

of tlut ways customized training influences these outcomes is important. The sets of

outcast= variabbs are categorized as follows;

Individual employee outemues

Etnewer mgconms

Industry outcon=
Educe" institution/systan outcomes

Socieud outrouns
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Process
Variables Illustrative Elements

Client Needs assessment to identify

Needs Aculemic knowledge oust skills

Assessment Technical knowledge and skills

Managerial lumwledge and *jib

Customized

Training

Subprocesses

Nelpiatkm and contracting

Job analysis

Design am! developnumt

Implmentation

Evaluaticm

Adminisuation*

Customized

Trainin#
Education

Approaches

Client-driven custom-designed training courses

Modification of training or educairm corrses

Alternative delivery of training courses

Training courses for special populations

Rgure 3. Process Variables for Evaluation of Custcanized Training
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Individual Employee Outcomes
The first set of among variables is described as individual employee outcomes.

These variables may occur for imlividual employees as a result of their pirticipation in

customized training pmgrams. The first set of illustrative elements is in the area of

competency developmeat, imluding competencies in academic, technical, and managerial

areas. A secoml set of illustrative elenunts describes individual employee outcomes in

terms of financial reward, including higher wages and better benefits.

A third set of elenumts relates to employees' Oppornmities for career development

or advancemmit and altanative or improved employment opportunities as a result of

involvement in customized training programs. Finally, the fourth set of elements is

identified as the area of job satisfaction. Information collected about job satisfaction can

provide a mans of rktermining the ways customized training influences individual

employee satisfaction with a job rx overall employment situation. Customized training may

also inctease tlw ability of the two-year institution to act as an arm of government to

raipond to the interests of business, thereby providing responsiveness to major

constituencies in the community. In this way, customized training can become a

component in dm overall human resource strategy of government.

Employer Outcomes
The second set of outcome vatiables is associated with the employer. Evaluative

informatics is needed to obtain au understanding of the benefits that accnie to private firms,

'RAW agencies, and other client organizations as a result of customized training programs.

The first set of ekments relates to the area of enhanced productivity and profits for the

organization. It is important to determine the ways in which customized training

contributim to prodixtivity and profits, including determining the ways in which the

collective improvemmt of employee competency and proxluctivity influence production

levels, the ways internal training costs are lowered by using two-year institutions to deliver

customized training, and the changes in competitive position resulting from customized

paining plegtams.

Another impottant element is the stability of employer organizations within

particular conummities, states, or regions of the country. Infonnation about changes in the

competerme of the workforce, turnover rates, or productivity levels related to customized
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training Fograms art important to understand. A third element associated with employer

outcomes is expansion of businss and industry. This element identifies the extent to

which economic growth for particular firms or agencies can k related to customized

training.

Similarly, the fourth elenumt identifies the area of adaptability, including the ability

of a firm or agaxy to be respnuive to meeting the needs of its kkurdfied client groups. ft

is important to detennim de extent to whkh firms and agencies have increased flexibility to

deliver diffaent products and services as a result of their employees participating in

customized training. The fifth elarnnt is the area of employee morale. This element

Fovides evidence of the collective attitucks of employees toward the employer and the

overall work environment. Any changes in employee morale that result from customized

training pogrom; am important to ickmtify to better tmckustand employer =comes.

Industry Outcomes
This third set of outcomes is associated with businesses and industries that are

grouped due to their proximity, similarity in purpose, or partnership relationships. For

example, small busims supplier relationships that exist with larger industrial firms are an

example of do name of the organizations being addressed with this set of outcomes.

Generally, a similar set of elements needs to be described in relationship to industry

outcomes as was described previously for employers. The elements associated with

indurftry outcomes (i.e., prodmiivity, stability, expansion, adaptability, morale) provide a

means of &scribing tin outcomes for groups of business and industrial firms as well.

Educational Institution/System Outcomes
The fourth set of outcome variables are educational institution and system

outcomes. This set of outcomes relates to changes in the two-year pystsecondary

echwaticeal system and two-year institutions themselves as a result of their involvement in

ofkring cusumnized training to external clients. The first set of elements is associated with

profit, specifically the revenues institutions receive from subsidized or nonsubsidized

programs.

The second set of dermas surrounds the area of change in policies, programs, or

practices in relationship to their involvement in customized training. Some examples of
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Outcome
Variables

thvidu

En Wiore
Chnumnes

Em OW=
Outcomes

Illustrative Elements

Competency development

Rnancial reward

Career advanceramt

Job satisfaction

Industry

Ouoxnes

Productivity

Stability

Expinsicei

Adaptability

Employee morale

Spill-over benefits wrong similar firms in

Pmductivity

Stability

Eximnsion

Adaptability

Employee =rale

Edtwadonal

Institution/System

Outconzs

Profit

Change in two-year institudon program policies, and prictices

Change in relationships between two-year institutions and clients

Socieml

Outcomes

Eamon* development

Quality of life

Figure 4. Outcomes Variables for Evaluation of Customized Training
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infonnathm needed ..re changes in stalling; curriculum; enrollnwnts; job placement services

for graduates; institutional misskuls; responsiveness to conununity neryis; and relationships

to private anti public mganimtices within commamint*, states, and regions of the country.

A third mg of elements is the changes that occur in the relationships between two-

year postseam&ry institution mut external clients. It is important to determine whether

customized training stimulates improvements in the types of partnerships that cmcur

between institutions awl clients involved in the programs. Some examples that could be

used to identify positive changes in relationship imlude evidence of increased enrollment

of employees of extanal client organizations in other unditional educational programs

afford by two-year institutions; heightened involvement of employees of external client

organizations in curriculum developnent and improvement efforts; priority hiring for

graduates of two-year postsecondary programs; increased internships or apprenticeships

for two-year postsecondary nu&nts; and huneased equipment &nations.

Societal Outcomes
"Ilm first set of outcome variables examines the benefits of customized training to

society as a whole. The intent is to identify outcomes pertinent to individual citizens,

communitim and states. Within this area, it is important to identify the economic

conditions of the community and state that may be influenced by the customized training

programs provided by two-year institutions. Information collected in relationship to

economk cmatkm can be used to describe changes in tin local, state, or regional economy

that could potentially be attributed to customized training programs. Examples of these

elements ase the following:

Property values

Comnity support for education

Economic growth

&tannic stability

EmPloYment rates

Local business volume

Tax rates

Average solely levels

Percentage of tix community living on public assistance

Services provided for specific companies (i.e., inducement programs)
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force behind caumnized training, skettity or subjective evittnce about its effectiveness in

stinallating emigoyment in communities tr states may limit future public support.

One aspect of customized training in which there seems to be agreement is the

necnsity fir formal contracts between colleges and their clients (Young & Company,

1986; Jambs & Koehler, 1987; Fadale & Wintes: 1988). This point of agreenwnt pmvides

a starting place fir an operational definitke of customized training. The five-part definition

devekped in this project begins with the concept of a contract and adds four other

impcatant dirmdons:

1. Ccetractieither written or verbalbigween colleges and external parties.

2. Paynunts betwen colleges and external partieseither public or privatefor
prods= and services for identified target populations associated with the external

parties.

3. A relationship to economic development strategies.

4. An objective of improving the knowledge and/or skills of identified target
populations associated with external parties.

5. Specificity to the needs of identified target populations associated with external

parties.

The Conceptual Framework

Given this definition of customizsd training, a conceptual framework was

ckveloped to describe the key components of customized training and the relationships

among dm M111101301t3. Tim conceptual framework contains tuts of variables categorized

in terms of context, process, or outcomes. It provides a basis for identifying elements

neakd to cktsctibe the nature, extent, and impact of customized training. By using the

ctmceitual framewmt, state agencies and two-year postsectmdary institutions can develop

pogram evaluation tools and processes for determining the impact of customized training

on the economic well-being of communities and states.

First, the conceptual franuwork contains sets of variables that can be used to

describe the context for customized training. These sets of variables reflect the



tharacterigin of employees/employen, institutions, communities, and states that provi&

the basis for tlo way customized training is conducted. nu variables associated with

=next characterize the state and regiani =may; the educational insdnuions and related

edwational systems; and the employees awl employers as clients.

Secmd, tin customized training pmcess involves dm entire scope of administradve

and opaadonal subprocesses associated with prodming and delivering customized

trainkg. Typing), the customized tudning process begins by identifying the needs of an

external client atmlieme and tim proceeds through various subprocesses: negotiation/

contracting, job analysis, instroctional design and ckvelopment, implementation (i.e.,

training &livery), program evaluation, and administration. The customized training

approwhes that result from the subprocesses are liged below:

aient4iven custaniksisixd training prodwasisenices
Modifkd trailing or education sow=

Akernative delivay training prothuts courses

Training courses for special populations

Finally, it is nixessary to focus on the outcomes of customized training to

undergand km customized training relates to economic development. It is also important

to determine how customized training products are linked to outcomes for individuals;

firms/agerwies; groups of firms/agencies that make up the industrial and commacial

commie bases of communities, legions, and states; two-yaw institutions timnselves as

provikrs of custaniud training; and du society as a whole.
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